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Ultrashort-Pulse Child-Langmuir Law in the Quantum and Relativistic Regimes L. K. Ang* and P. Zhang School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore 639798 (Received 3 January 2007; published 19 April 2007) This Letter presents a consistent quantum and relativistic model of short-pulse Child-Langmuir (CL) law, of which the pulse length  is less than the electron transit time in a gap of spacing D and voltage V. The classical value of the short-pulse CL law is enhanced by a large factor due to quantum effects when the pulse length and the size of the beam are, respectively, in femtosecond duration and nanometer scale. At high voltage larger than the electron rest mass, relativistic effects will suppress the enhancement of short-pulse CL law, which is confirmed by particle-in-cell simulation. When the pulse length is much shorter than the gap transit time, the current density is proportional to V, and to the inverse power of D and . DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.98.164802



PACS numbers: 41.75.i, 79.70.+q, 85.60.Ha



Laser-driven short-pulse electron beam is a crucial component in various areas, such as photoinjectors for free electron lasers (FEL) [1], laser acceleration of relativistic electrons in free space [2], ultrafast electron microscopy [3], picosecond cathodoluminescence [4], and femtosecond electron diffraction [5]. Using a low power femtosecond laser irradiation on a sharp tungsten tip (down to 2 nm in diameter), ultrashort electron pulse from 70 fs to less than 1 fs duration was produced by using optical field emission at an optical electric field of >1 GV=m [6,7]. The local current intensity of such ultrashort electron pulse is about 15 kA=cm2 or more [7]. For laser-driven photocathodes used in FEL, the electron currents of 0.1 to 1 nC bunches in 10 –50 ps with applied dc fields of 10–50 MV=m are produced through photoemission by using low work-function coated metal surface [8]. In general, photoemission based cathodes are normally operated in source-limited regime. To extract as much current as possible from a photocathode, space charge effects will become important at high current operation [9]. For space charge limited (SCL) emission, the maximum steady-state current density that can be transported across a gap of spacing D and potential difference Vg is described by the familiar one-dimensional (1D) ChildLangmuir (CL) law [10], s 40 2e Vg3=2 JCL  ; (1) 9 m D2 where e and m are the charge and mass of the electron, respectively, and 0 is the free space permittivity. While Eq. (1) is easy to derive, it was only recently that the 1D steady-state classical CL law was extended to multidimensional models [11–14] and quantum regime [15,16]. When the pulse length () of the electron beam is less than the gap transit time, Eq. (1) is no longer valid, and a classical short-pulse CL law has been derived [9], which shows that the classical value of the steady-state (or longpulse) CL law is enhanced by a factor given by 0031-9007=07=98(16)=164802(4)



q 2 1  1  3XCL =4 JSCL 2 ; 3 JCL XCL



(2)



where XCL  =TCL  1 is the normalized transit time and q TCL  3D= 2eVg =m is the gap transit time of the 1D classical CL law. However, Eq. (2) is not valid at ultrashort time scale (like 1 ps or less), for which the size of the electron pulse is comparable to the electron de Broglie wavelength (near to the cathode). As an example, consider a femtosecond laser irradiation on a sharp emitter tip with a local dc field of E  0:2 GV=m [7], the emitted shortpulse electron beam (without space charge effects) is estimated to have a characteristic length of x  me Et2  2 nm with a pulse length of t  7 fs. For a typical photoinjector at a dc field of 10 MV=m, the characteristic length is about x  18 nm if a 100 fs electron bunch is assumed. Since the length scale is in nanometer regime, quantum effects of the electron transport near to the cathode are important [15,16]. In additional to the quantum effects, relativistic effects may also become important if the electron bunches are accelerated to MV range inside the gap. Thus, the 1D classical short-pulse CL law shown in Eq. (2) requires a complete revision to include quantum and relativistic effects. In this context, we speculate that the recent advances in ultrafast electron bunches may be operated in high current regime, where space charge effects cannot be ignored. It is of interests to develop a simple 1D model of ultrashort-pulse CL law to account for the essential quantum and relativistic effects over a wide range of applied voltage, gap spacing, and pulse duration. For simplicity, we consider a 1D planar diode of gap spacing D, with a grounded cathode, and a dc potential of Vg is applied to the anode. A uniform electron beam of a current density J with a finite pulse length  is injected normally into the vacuum gap from the cathode. Here, we assume unlimited electron current can be supplied and
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ignore the process of the electron emission at the cathode (either photoemission or optical field emission). Since the pulse length  is shorter than the gap transit time TCL , the electron pulse can only extend to a distance of , which is smaller than the gap spacing D, and TCL is a function of Vg and D determined at the SCL condition in the respective quantum and relativistic regime. At the beam-vacuum interface (or beam front) of x  , the electric potential field is defined as  with a continuous electric field. In this 1D model, we calculate the maximum current density that can be transported (before the formation of virtual cathode) as a function of Vg , D, and . To obtain the short-pulse quantum SCL current density J  JQCL , the beam propagation region of 0  x   (during the pulse length ), which has a potential difference of  , is considered as an equivalent quantum diode based thin-sheet model, and JQCL is formulated as s 3=2 a  c  40 2e  JQCL    : (3) 2 9 m    Here,  is the quantum enhancement factor, a and c are, respectively, the normalized electric field at the beam front (x  ), and at the cathode (x  0), which are calculated by solving the 1D time-independent Schro¨dinger equation, the Poisson equation, and charge conservation relation in a mean field model [15]. The coupled equations (in normalized form) are   V 4 2 q00  2   xc  q  0; (4)  g 9 q4



By normalizing the pulse length  with the transit time TQCL , Eq. (3) gives   a0  c0  ; 1=2  0 a  c XCL  Q 



 3=2 JQCL     2 ; JCL 



(7)



(8)



where XCL  =TQCL  1 is the normalized pulse length,     =Vg is the normalized potential at the beam front,   =D is the normalized position of the beam front, and Q is the normalized short-pulse quantum CL law in terms of the 1D classical steady-state CL law. To determine Q as a function of D, Vg , and , we first calculate 0 , a0 , and c0 at the long-pulse limit (XCL  1) from Eqs. (4) and (5). For a finite value of XCL < 1, Eqs. (4)–(7) are solved numerically for  , a , c , , and  , to obtain a maximum value of Q defined in Eq. (8), for which no solutions can be found at other values larger than this maximum value. When quantum effects are negligible [i.e.,  1 in Eq. (4)], the solutions are a  a0  4=3, c  c0  0,   0  1, TQCL  TCL ,  1=2  q q 2 =4=X ,   21  1  3X 2 =4, and 21  1  3XCL CL CL Eq. (8) recovers the classical short-pulse CL law, as shown in Eq. (2). To illustrate the importance of quantum effects at the short-pulse CL law, we first consider the quantum effects of an ultrashort-pulse electron beam (XCL 1) in a classical (large) gap of Vg  1 to 10 kV, and D  0:1 to 1 cm.



2 00  q2 ; (5) 3 where the prime denotes the derivatives with respect to x  x=,  measures the ratio of  to the electron de Broglie wavelength at  , q is the normalized electron wave amplitude,   V= is the normalized electric potential V, g  e =EH , and Vxc is the electron exchangecorrelation potential (in terms of the Hartree energy EH  27:2 eV) under the Kohn-Sham local density approximation [17]. The boundary conditions for Eqs. (4) and (5) are q q1  2 =3, q0 1  0, 0  0, 1  1, 0 0  c  0, and 0 1  a 0. Here, the parameter a is related to ,  , D, and Vg by the continuous electric field at the beam front, which is a



 Vg    :  D



(6)



By setting   Vg and   D in Eq. (3), the gap transit time in the quantum regime is TQCL  34 a0  q c0 =0 TCL , where TCL  3D= 2eVg =me is the gap transit time of the 1D classical CL law, and (0 , a0 , c0 ) are the corresponding values of ( , a , c ) calculated by using Eqs. (4) and (5) at the long-pulse limit of   TQCL .



FIG. 1 (color online). The normalized short-pulse quantum CL law in terms of the classical CL law (Q ), and the pulse width of the electron sheet ( [nm]), as a function of XCL  =TCL in a large gap for (a) D  1 cm and Vg  1 kV, and (b) D  1 mm at Vg  1 and 10 kV. The dashed lines in (a) are the short-pulse classical CL law.
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In this case, the quantum effects are not significant at the long-pulse limit (XCL  1). In Fig. 1, the normalized shortpulse quantum CL law (R ), and the pulse width ( [nm]) are plotted as a function of XCL  0:001 to 0.01, which corresponds to a pulse length of about   50 fs to 16 ps, depending on the values of Vg and D. Here, the values are chosen to have a dc applied electric field in the range of 0.1 to 10 MV=m, which is typical for photoinjectors and field emission based cathodes. It is clear that the classical shortpulse CL law (dashed lines in Fig. 1(a)) is no longer valid when the pulse width  is in nanometer scale, and the pulse length is less than 1 ps. Similar quantum effects may also occur in a nanogap with low voltage, where the quantum effects are important for finite values of XCL  1, even at the long-pulse limit. In Fig. 2, Q is plotted as a function of XCL  0:01 to 1 for Vg  1 to 100 V, and D  1 to 100 nm. In comparison to the classical results (dashed lines), the quantum effects are more significant at small values of XCL , Vg , and D. At XCL < 0:1, both normalized quantum and classical shortpulse CL law increase to the inverse power of the normal1 ized pulse length (Q / XCL ), but the quantum model is enhanced by a large factor due to the effects of electron tunneling through the space charge field. It is obvious that if the gap voltage is higher than the electron rest mass, like U  eVg =mc2 1, relativistic effects of the electron flows can not be ignored. While 1D steady-state relativistic CL law was first derived deca-



FIG. 2 (color online). The normalized short-pulse quantum CL law in terms of the classical CL law (Q ) as a function of XCL  =TQCL in a nano gap for (a) D  10 nm at Vg  1 to 100 V (top to bottom), and (b) Vg  10 V at D  1 to 100 nm (top to bottom). The dashed lines are the short-pulse classical CL law.



des ago [18], the short-pulse effects of the relativistic CL law has never been studied. Here, we develop a simple 1D short-pulse relativistic CL law without including the effects of self-magnetic field (as it will require a 2D model). The model is found to agree very well with particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation up to U  10 (see below). Using the same methodology used in the quantum SCL model, we solve the equivalent relativistic SCL model (but ignoring the quantum effects) to obtain the short-pulse relativistic CL law, which is JRCL 



0 mc3 G2   0  ;  a 2e   2



a 



G   11=4 ;   1



(9)



(10)



where, a and   1  e =mc2 are, respectively, the normalized electric field and the relativistic factor at the beam front x   with a potential of  , and Gu  Ru 2 1=4 dr is an integral of dummy variable u. 1 r  1 Note in the derivation, we had assumed that the electric field at the cathode is zero at the SCL condition. By setting



FIG. 3 (color online). The normalized short-pulse relativistic CL law in terms of the classical CL law (R ) as a function of (a) XCL  =TRCL for U  1 to 100 (top to bottom), and (b) U for XCL  0:01 to 1 (top to bottom). The symbols in (b) are the PIC simulation results. (c) The enhancement of the short-pulse relativistic SCL current density over the long-pulse limit JRCL XCL =JRCL [1] as a function of XCL for U  1 to 100 (top to bottom). The dashed lines are the short-pulse classical CL law.
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  Vg and   D in Eq. (9), the transit time across the gap for the relativistic SCL electron flows is TRCL  2D=c20  11=4 =G0 , where 0  1  eU, and U  eVg =mc2 . With the normalized pulse length XCL  =TRCL  1, Eq. (9) gives   G  1  0 1=4  1=4   ; (11) G0  1   XCL which is equivalent to Eq. (7) derived in the quantum model. The normalized short-pulse relativistic CL law (in terms of the classical CL law) is R 



G2   JRCL 9  p ; JCL 8 2 0  13=2 2



(12)



which recovers the classical limit at U 1. Thus, by solving Eqs. (6), (10), and (11), we may calculate R as a function of XCL and U. Figure 3 shows the calculated R as a function of XCL up to U  100, where the classical limits (U 1) are plotted in dashed lines. For a given U, R increases with decreas1 ing value of XCL , which also scales as XCL at small XCL . A 2D PIC simulation code called MAGIC2D [19] has been used to verify the relativistic short-pulse CL law as shown in Fig. 3(b). The simulations were performed by using the over-injection method in a planar diode with a gap separation of 1 cm and an electrode length of 20 cm. A finite pulse  of current density J is injected into the gap, and the value of J is increased until the formation of a virtual cathode, which causes the reflection of electrons to the cathode. The comparison shows good agreements up to U  10, and the errors are within 5%. At U > 10, the selfmagnetic field of the relativistic electron flows becomes important that our 1D short-pulse CL model is no longer valid. The calculated results are also plotted in terms of the long-pulse relativistic CL law JRCL XCL  1 in Fig. 3(c), which shows clearly that the relativistic effects at U 1 will decrease the enhancement due to short-pulse effects. In conclusion, a 1D short-pulse model of quantum and relativistic Child-Langmuir law have been developed. It is found that the enhancement of the short-pulse CL law over the long-pulse CL law is proportional to the inverse power of the normalized pulse length in all regimes (classical, quantum and relativistic), when the pulse length is much smaller than the gap transit time. Thus, the new scaling of the short-pulse SCL current density is Vg , D1 and 1 , as compared to the classical steady-state CL law with a scaling of Vg3=2 and D2 . Quantum effects are important when the pulse length is ultrashort (like 
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short-pulse CL law. The transition from the quantum and relativistic models to the classical limits is demonstrated. It is worth to note that the simple short-pulse quantum CL law presented here is strictly a 1D model, where other practical issues in a realistic photoinjector design are ignored, such as complicated electrode geometry and external focusing magnetic fields. However, the scaling laws developed here may be used as a first estimate in the design or even as an emission algorithm in the traditional gun codes for the development of femtoseond laser-driven high current photocathodes in FEL and other applications, where the quantum effects of such high current ultrashort electron bunches become important. A particle-in-cell code capable of quantum effects is also desired to verify the calculated results. This work was supported by the Agency for Science, Technology, and Research of Singapore (Reference number 042 101 0080) and USA AFOSR Grant No. AOARD 064050. Computing resource in BIRC, NTU is also acknowledged.
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